Duramax hydroboost lines

I would like to put power-steering and Hydroboost brakes on the car. My son has an early Chevy
Tahoe with Hydroboost brakes. There should be a lot of those in junkyards. Could I pull off the
power steering pump, Hydroboost unit, and hoses and install them on my car? I know the hoses
won't fit but there is a place in town that can make just about any hydraulic hose. Many to GM
full-size trucks and SUVs came with Hydroboost power brakes fed by the power steering pump
in place of vacuum-assisted brakes linked to engine vacuum. Kinderman wants to use
Hydroboost brake system on his Ford street rod. Photo: Jesse Kiser. Rich Kinderman's Ford
fat-fender street rod looks fast just standing still. Photo: Rich Kinderman. Power comes from a
Chevy small-block with a healthy Comp Cams Xtreme Energy flat-tappet hydraulic cam. For
reliable vacuum-assisted brake operation, engine idle vacuum should be at least 14 inches and
preferably 16 inches or more. With only 8 to 10 inches at idle from Kinderman's , there's no way
even a huge vacuum-booster could pull out all the stopsâ€”but Kinderman only has room
underfloor for this tiny 8-inch booster. He says the big master-cylinder is out of a Corvette.
Wilwood four-piston Dynalite calipers on inch o. They're paired with Ford 11 x 2-inch drums out
back. Kinderman cut out a rack-and-pinion Mustang II front-end from a real Mustang and grafted
onto the , then later enhanced with tubular control arms and coilovers. Rich, we see problems
like yours quite often on a variety of cars, and there are several solutions, including your
proposed " Hydroboost" brake system. Technically known as a hydraulically boosted brake
system , instead of vacuum, a Hydroboost uses hydraulic fluid supplied by the same
power-steering pump that supplies fluid to the steering-gear or steering-rack to boost brake
pedal force. Usually an accumulator supplies some short-term reserve boost in case of an
engine stall or pump failure. Before you start swapping parts, I strongly recommend
double-checking your current vacuum-boosted brake system setup is as good as it can get. The
Comp XEH cam is pretty healthy for a engine, but your reported vacuum output still seems on
the low side. You might gain 2 to 3 inches of vacuum with a professional dyno-tune. On one of
Comp Cam's test engines an XEH hydraulic flat-tappet PN: had 11 inches at rpm and 14 inches
at 1, rpm under no load. On the other hand, "the roller was worth about 30 more horsepower in
this engine, too. Have you tried advancing the initial timing to see if idle vacuum improves? If it
does, but now there's too much timing on the top end, you'll need to go through the distributor
and play with the centrifugal advance-curve. Adding more base timing can improve engine
vacuum and idle quality, but if the engine likes a lot of initial lead, you might have to back down
the advance curve to prevent top-end detonation. Photo: Marlan Davis. A mistuned or bad
carburetor can contribute to low vacuum output. This could be as simple as proper idle mixture
adjustment or checking whether you have the right power valve installed. If the "PV" opens at
idle, it will dump raw fuel into the manifold plenum. That'll mess up your vacuum and
driveability for sure! A crude fix for that is a 3. For a granular level approach, ace tune master
Norm Brandes Westech Automotive of Wisconsin is practically within spitting distance of your
location. The full-service shop takes a wholistic or "systems" approach to problems like yours.
Ifâ€”and it's a big "if," based on Comp Cam's reported vacuum readings with your camâ€”a
good tune can get that idle vacuum up to 14 inches, you might be able to scrape by with an
external vacuum cannister vacuum reserve tank. Adjust the carburetor idle mixture screws to
obtain the highest possible vacuum reading. Turn the curb idle speed screw slightly clockwise
only as necessary to prevent the car from stalling out while doing this. A 15 in-Hg gauge
reading here isn't too bad for a hot rod, but be sure the power-brake vacuum booster can get
the job done at that level. Hint: Don't rely on a minibooster. I know this seems trite, but: Are you
absolutely sure the brake system is properly bled? Sometimes it's hard to get all the air out of
the system, especially with a floor- or frame-mount master-cylinder location. Ideally, the
master-cylinder reservoir should be the highest point in a brake system, so brake fluid flows
downhill thanks, gravity! There's no room for that type of booster underfloor, but Scarebird
brake expert Mark Janis says there are many 9-inch o. You've told me the brakes work fine at
the end of the dragstrip, just not at low speed. Sometimes that's because of overly hard brake
pads that don't really grab well until they get hot. Great for racing, not necessarily for daily
street use. Consider "softer" pads that work better at moderate temperatures typical on the
street. Brake pads are usually marked with code letters on their backing pads or pad edges that
provide a guide to the pad's characteristics; for more information, see " Disc Brake Pad Friction
Codes Explained. Otherwise, it's like an engine cylinder-bore where the piston rings never
seated. For a master-cylinder, consider dropping down to a 1-inch unit. Make sure your
pedal-ratio is correct and that you are achieving the full stroke of your master-cylinder without
going over-center. Generically, power brake systems want about a pedal ratio and manual
brakes like , but about one "ratio number" higher usually isn't a deal breaker. There's also the
option of reverting to full-manual brakes. But watch that pedal ratio! Now let's go through what
it might take to implement your plan to use early s truck-based GM hydraulically-boosted brake

systems. In general terms, Hydroboost brake systems provide excellent stopping ability, though
some report the brakes as overly sensitive or positive; in other words, the pedal may lack linear
modularity, which is important to a canyon carver or road racer, not so much for everyday
cruising. On the other hand, many like the "extremely positive" pedal application sensitivity
provided by a dialed-in hydraulically boosted brake system. Like most hot rod mods, in a
non-stock installation you must be prepared to fine-tune and overcome unexpected issues. To
start, you're going to need a power-steering rack-and-pinion unit to replace your manual rack
assembly. A Mustang II power rack doesn't grow on treesâ€”if there are any trees in the
wrecking yard. There are both two- and three-mounting bolt designs, but the manufacturers say
they interchange. While these systems are mostly similar, the safe route is getting a matched
system from the same vehicle. Take everything, including the master cylinder, the Hydroboost
unit, the hoses, the power steering pump, and the power steering cooler. Even if they won't be
the right length for your nonstock application, the original hoses could be important because
the hose ends on the high-pressure side can serve as a template or evenâ€”with their typical
specially-bent metal section behind the fittingâ€”be reused by your local custom hose shop
when they build you a custom hose. This is the layout of a basic hydraulically boosted brake
system. A single high-pressure line Hose 1 exits the pump and routes to the Hydroboost behind
the master-cylinder. High-pressure Hose 2 runs from the Hydroboost brakes to the steering gear
or rack-and-pinion. Two separate low-pressure return linesâ€”one from the Hydroboost and one
from the steering gear or rackâ€”return fluid to the pump. If you can't find a three-hose reservoir
Tee the two return hoses together detail, photo A. If you need to reduce pressure to just the
rack, use an external Heidts valve see photo B. Photo: Ryan Lugo. A] A "standard" two hose
power steering pump reservoir requires joining the two separate return hoses together with a
Tee fitting. To prevent backflow to the brake hydraulic booster unit, connect the hoses to the
Tee as shown here. B] One way to reduce pressure to the Mustang II rack while maintaining full
pressure to the Hydroboost is with Heidts adjustable valve PS, basic unit; PS, valve with
pressure gauge. Connect the high-pressure ports bottom holes in-line between the hydraulic
brake booster and the steering gear or rack; the top holes are for the low-pressure return to
reservoir. Turning the valve clockwise increases pressure makes the steering more sensitive.
Valve flow is nondirectional in and out holes can be flipped. Photo: Heidts. Typical GM
Hydroboost systems use a single high-pressure outlet hose that runs from the pump to the
Hydroboost unit, another high-pressure hose from the Hydroboost to the power steering gear or
rack, either hoses or tubing from the gear or rack to a power-steering cooler, and then finally
back to the power steering pump. The cooler might range from just a length of tubing in front of
the radiator to an actual cooler assembly with integral inlet and outlet tubing and hoses. There's
also a separate return line from the Hydroboost unit directly to the pump reservoir. In other
words, there are usually two low-pressure return lines back to the reservoir and one
high-pressure outlet hose from the reservoir for a total of three attachments, where "normal"
power steering reservoirs have only twoâ€”one return and one outlet. You'll find that most of
the trucks' Hydroboost three-hose power-steering pumps have a power-steering cooler
integrally attached to the power-steering gear return line not the Hydroboost return line that
bolts to the front of the radiator core support. If you drive hard, it's cheap insurance for the
gearboxâ€”snap it up with the rest of the power steering system. Obviously, the LS brackets
designed to bolt to the new engine and run a fixed serpentine belt system won't work on an old
small-block. Any V-belt drive pulley must have the correct offset for compatibility with the other
pulleys, brackets, and water pump length. With V-belt drives, use a standard-rotation water
pump clockwise rotation, if standing at the front looking towards the rear. If using pulleys of
unknown origin rather than a matched drive system, be careful that the accessory pulleys don't
try to drive any multi-groove crank and water pump pulleys at different speeds. After all, a
squeaky pulley gets the shaft! GM used this Saginaw pump with three-hose reservoir on many
truck and SUV engines, including to legacy small-blocks and to LS engines Silverado, shown.
All these applications had serpentine belt drives, with the brackets differing between
small-blocks and LS engines. Depending on your old small-block's drive-system, you might
need a different reservoir to match up properly with legacy brackets. GM dealer parts books
thanks, John Elway Chevrolet show the to GM Hydroboost system truck power steering
reservoir was used as far back as , which would have been a legacy small-block, but still with a
serpentine belt drive. Reservoirs from any Type P pump physically interchange, and some 1-ton
small-block trucks reportedly came with Hydroboosts as far back as the early s but the early
Hydroboost units themselves were heavy, cumbersome, and leak-prone. Be aware that any
reservoir bracket mounting studs are metric on late pumps. Lee Power Steering is one source
for correct integrated reservoirs, remote reservoirs, and V-belt pulleys. If you must go with a
vastly more available two-line reservoir, be careful how you tee the two return hoses together

before they go into the single return-line port. Don't connect both return hoses "on the run" so
they directly face across from each other as this may cause backflow to the Hydroboost unit.
Nevertheless, some sources, including Diversified Creations, claim that teeing the return hoses
together sometimes causes a restriction and noise. Noise aside, a restriction creates heat that
can shorten part life. For sure do not undersize the hoses. At least install hose and fittings with
the same i. Don't use standard rubber-core stainless steel braided "racing hose" on the
pressure side ; instead, use high-pressure Teflon-core hydraulic hose if you need to get fancy.
Maintaining the proper operating pressures are where you can run into trouble. The GM
Hydroboost system design operating pressure is around 1, to 1, psi. That's fine with the
frame-mounted, recirculating-ball, power steering gearbox still used on those pickup trucks. But
a Mustang II power rack is in the to 1, psi range. Excessively high pressure delivered to the rack
causes oversensitive some say, "frightenedly twitchy" steering. On the other hand, lowering
pressure to the Hydroboost means, bluntly, less braking effectiveness. It's a fine balancing act.
There are two ways to change the system pressure. Overall power steering pump pressure and
volume is normally regulated by the flow-control valve assembly found behind the reservoir's
pressure-out fitting. The officially recommended method is to disassemble and tune this
flow-control valve assembly. Most power steering pump experts don't recommend trimming the
spring to change pressure. The flow control valve can be carefully disassembled, and shims
added or subtracted to change the pressure, as long as the spring inboard of the valve doesn't
go into coil-bind. Different orifice-sized flow-control valves are also available bigger orifice,
more volume; think of carburetor jets. This is hydraulic engineering at its finest; don't be afraid
to send the unit in for fine-tuning by a specialist like Lee Power Steering. The other way is a
Heidts in-line adjustable valve that lets you keep full pressure to the Hydroboost while reducing
pressure to the rack-and-pinion unit only. To increase overall Saginaw power steering pump
volume, drill out the orifice behind the reservoir's "pressure out" fitting A, design may vary.
Behind this fitting is the flow control valve assembly B. Increase pressure by disassembling
valve and removing shims C. The best advice we can give you here is to take a cue from the full
service and hot experts at Rollings Automotive: "We just hook up the wrecking yard part and
see how it works. It may take a week or more to thoroughly get all the air out of the system
before you can make a final determination to go ahead with more fine-tuning. Just don't jump
heavy into modding unless you don't like the feel of the steering or brakes. Of course, there
may be various mounting issues adapting your existing brake pedal and linkage to a
Hydroboost unit and its complimentary master cylinder originally designed for modern firewall
mounting with hanging brake pedals. I gotta ask, with all these variables, how much is your time
and effort worth? Sweeting Performance specializes in custom-tailored Hydroboost brake kits
for nearly any application. In most cases, it can supply units tailored to work with parts you
already have like the master-cylinder and power steering pump or sell you everything needed
for a one-stop conversion. Steel-braided hoses are a popular upgrade. Photo: Sweeting
Performance. Why reinvent the wheel? Although a completely matched pump, Hydroboost unit,
and master-cylinder is ideal, often these experts can tailor a Hydroboost to work with your
existing master cylinder and pedal linkage. Other options include modding the Hydroboost for
compatibility with a lower pressure steering rack. Nine out of 10 times, we can set it up for your
master cylinder, whatever it is. No invention required. Sweeting Performance's hydraulic-assist
units are optionally available powder coated in custom colors or standard black, an upgrade
over the standard baked-on black paint, which, as owner Matt Sweeting puts it, "Is not just
rattle-can black spray. It's a good durable paint stock, but you will still see the casting bumps.
Powder-coat will fill in the bumps and give you that rich, smooth look. Sweeting offers a nearly
endless array of applications. This one fits Corvettes. It adapts to the original master cylinder
pattern and is clocked so that it clears the hood and other obstacles. Note how Sweeting rotates
this assembly to position the actuator light gray cylinder underneath for even more clearance.
Sweeting offers various thickness spacers to set the Hydroboost unit back in cases where the
distance from the firewall to the brake-pedal pin location is too short. Finally, have you
considered an electric vacuum pump? These pumps can mount anywhereâ€”even in the
trunkâ€”because the only connection is a vacuum hose to the existing brake vacuum
diaphragm, plus electrical wiring. Wiring is a heck of a lot easier to hide or loom out of the way
then a Hydroboost, multiple hoses, and tubing. A vacuum pump simplifies your pedal hookup
other than you still need the proper ratio. You don't obsess over steering rack versus
Hydroboost pressure differences. Let us know how your brake system turns out and send us
some pics of for final system layout, whatever it is. One practical alternative to hydraulic
brakes: Keep your small vacuum booster and provide fulltime vacuum with an electric vacuum
pump. Summit Racing sells the well-reviewed Leed Brakes Bandit electric vacuum pump kits
shown as well as its own "House" brand. Just be sure to minimize annoying vibration by

insulating the pump mount with rubber doughnuts, and using adequate size wiring and a relay.
Photo: Summit Racing. Diversified Creations; Brighton, MI; Close Ad. Marlan Davis Author,
Photographer. Pit Stop with Marlan Davis: How hard is a Hydroboost brake system conversion
on a Chevy powered Ford fat-fender coupe with low idle vacuum that won't stop? Are there any
other solutions? Holmes provided this additional information. Steering Rack vs. Both thumbs
Up: Good power brake solution for big-cam, low-vacuum engines. Missing Thumbs: Won't help
a mistuned or ailing engine that produces low vacuum. All Thumbs: Won't crutch other brake
system problems wrong master cylinder, wrong pedal ratio or stroke, brake pads and rotor or
drum brake shoes in poor condition or not properly sized, system not properly bled Thumbs Up:
Extremely positive brake pedal response when properly dialed in. Thumbing a Ride: System is
so positive that pedal may lack linear "feel," important to many roadracers and canyon-carvers.
Broken Thumb: Older Hydroboost "salvage-yard" units can be big, bulky, ugly, heavy, and
leak-prone. Thumb Pedicure: Newest slimmed-down OE systems as well as custom aftermarket
Hydroboost kits are lighter, smaller, prettier, and extremely reliable. Thumbs Up: Modern
aftermarket custom Hydroboosts have more clearance than giant-size dual
vacuum-diaphragms. Thumbhole: Some of the new units even fit in nearly the same space as
that mini-vacuum booster that can't get the job done. Thumb Surgery: For the salvage-yard
scrounger, Hydroboosts are all over the place but modding may still be necessary in a nonstock
installation at least try to get everything from the same vehicle to start. Thumbs Up: Custom,
per-application, aftermarket Hydroboost kits take the guesswork out of Hydroboost conversions
and minimize trial-and-error system fine-tuning. Thumb-nailed: On retrofits, the operating
pressures of power rack-and-pinion steering and the Hydroboost may not be compatible
without careful system tuning and additional parts. Thumbs plumber: Lots of hydraulic hoses
and lines that can clutter up an engine bay. Let your thumbs do the walking: An electric vacuum
pump is a practical alternative, as is for some just going back to manual brakes. Share on
Facebook Share on Twitter. Direct conversation with Mr. Stock Mustang II front-end "cut out of a
Mustang and welded to chassis", new coilovers and tubular control arms. Wilwood Dynalite
4-piston calipers on 11" rotors "clears my Torque Thrust D 14" wheels". But what about making
sure your 6. No different from Cummins-powered Rams and Power Stroke-equipped Fords, each
rendition of the Duramax has its own unique weakness that requires addressing if you want to
rack up hundreds of thousands of trouble-free miles. Even on the LBZ, one of the most durable
versions of the Duramax ever produced, there is still room for improvement in the form of
addressing the transfer case pump-rub issue in 4x4-equipped HDs. Moving on to the LMM,
leaking transmission cooler lines will have to be addressed sooner rather than later. Once the
ball-seat is damaged irreparably, it no longer has a flush surface to seal against. The result is an
injector that essentially never shuts off. Hazing smoke at idle, excessive injector balance rates,
knocking, missing, fuel in the crankcase and piston damage are all commonly experienced
when an LB7 injector goes south. A word of advice: When one does decide to check out,
replace them all. The combination of having a larger compressor wheel yet having the air
flowing toward it bottleneck down in the turbo mouthpiece i. Opening up the intake path to the
compressor side of the turbo is one of the most cost effective means of lowering coolant temps
on an LLY. With the turbo laboring less to maintain adequate boost pressure, intake air and EGT
drop, coolant temperature decreases and turbo responsiveness spool up improves. From the
factory, both the NPXHD manual and NPXHD electronic transfer cases utilize indexing tabs to
keep the gear pump housing in position within the back rear section of the transfer case. The
design of the indexing tabs allows them to dig into the magnesium transfer case, eventually
rubbing a hole in it, allowing fluid to escape. However, fluid is only lost when the truck is
operational i. Easiest to notice in cold weather when the rubber hoses constrict, transmission
fluid leaks past the crimps on the factory lines. With most cooler lines springing a leak within
the first 50, miles, many Duramax owners had their lines replaced under warrantyâ€”only to
have them leak again later. The sound solution for leaking transmission cooler lines is to scrap
all the factory hoses in favor of high quality hydraulic hose or braided stainless steel lines,
along with threaded fittings as opposed to crimps. Companies like Fleece Performance
Engineering , Merchant Automotive, Dirty Hooker Diesel and Deviant Race Parts all offer
aftermarket kits, which hold up fine to both the elements and the extreme pressure the Allison
requires during operation. In its place sits the Bosch CP4. While both the CP3 and CP4.
However, with tighter tolerances present within the CP4. The best way to keep the CP4. This
means an electric lift pump system should be added, which maintains a constant supply of fuel
pressure for the CP4. A means of monitoring low-pressure fuel supply is also highly advisable.
In comparing the LML Duramax with the 6. Sign up for more restomod content to add
horsepower to your inbox. Want to know the best upgrade for every Power Stroke and
Cummins? We've got you covered. Recommended For You. Subscription Confirmed! Continue

on to the site and look for links to the latest articles, as soon as they are released. Sign me up
for a quarterly digital magazine subscription. View or Download our free Digital Magazines
Today! Go to newsstand. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or
customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a
question. Please enter a question. The brake booster is a force multiplier that causes additional
force to be applied to the master cylinder for additional braking power. These brake boosters
have been manufactured to fit your GM vehicle, providing the same performance, durability, and
service life you expect from General Motors. Skip to main content. You can return the item for
any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns.
How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it!
Fastest delivery: March 3 - 5. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is
secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system
encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon. Ships from.
Sold by. Include Add a Protection Plan:. Plan starts on the date of purchase. Product
breakdowns and malfunctions are covered after manufacturer's warranty. No additional costs
for repairs - parts, labor, and shipping are all included. Cancel anytime, full refund in the first 30
days. Allstate Protection Plans serviced by SquareTrade, an Allstate company are only valid for
new or Amazon certified refurbished products purchased at Amazon in the last 30 days. Add No
Thanks. Coverage for mechanical breakdowns begins after the manufacturer's warranty expires.
Fully transferable if bought as a gift. Not valid on auto parts purchased for commercial use. Visit
assurantclaims. To cancel, visit "Your Orders" on Amazon. Add a gift receipt for easy returns.
Visit the ACDelco Store. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all
three to List. Ships from and sold by Amazon. FREE Shipping. Customers who viewed this item
also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Cardone Remanufactured
Hydroboost. Next page. What other items do customers buy after viewing this item? Compare
with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem
completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical
Details. Click here to make a request to customer service. Would you like to tell us about a
lower price? Product guides and documents Warranty [PDF ]. Customers who bought this item
also bought. Grease goes in, not on the machine. World's best-selling original locking grease
coupler. Rated 10, PSI. Long-lasting rebuildable tool. General Motors, Receptacle, See
questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images.
Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Even though this is a prime
item, it took 6 days to arrive, but the good news is that it worked. I got 2 remanufactured
Hydroboost unites from parts stores before getting this new one. The remanufactured unites
were as expensive as this one and did not work. When I would put on the brakes, the steering
was basically locked up. Tried everything to get air out of the remanufactured ones and nothing
worked. Bought this one and it worked like the original as soon as it was put on. Would
definitely recommend buying this new unit over the remanufactured unites. The
Remanufactured unites resulted in me not being able to use my truck for 2 weeks. Put this into
my Chevy suburban and the brake booster is now back to normal without leaking. I first tried
using a seal kit rebuild and it failed. Working on things is not new to me and I did a real good
job but the seals are old and dry in most seal kits from sitting on shelves for years. I
recommend replacing the whole unit as the labor is not easy. Your have to work under your
dash and you don't really want to be doing this twice. All good and it's been installed for 6
months now. Good luck. I took the advice of other reviewers and spent the big bucks going
OEM on this part instead of using a remanufactured part. Really glad I did. No issues at all.
Installed and works perfect. I bought a remanufactured one Napa and the pedal went straight tot
he floor and stuck there so I went to pull it back and the lever popped right out of the socket
This isn't the easiest part to put in.. Worked great. Went through three rebuilt auto parts store
chain "lifetime" warranty units in 2 years - leaks, spongy pedal, and jerking steering wheel when
depressing brakes were all observed. Difference in performance was immediately clear. In
retrospect, the difference in price was negligible. What is your time and safety worth? Part
looked good and installed well have miles on truck and still no leaks only time will tell. One
person found this helpful. Worked out great. No issues with it at all. Only thing i wish would be
different is if they would offer a core refund. Ice Auto Parts pulled the wrong part on the first
shipment. I soon as I saw the box I know something was wrong. They shipped a shock. See all
reviews. Pages with related products. See and discover other items: hydro power , brake
booster with master cylinder , bra
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ke booster , brake boosters , brake power booster , power brake systems. There's a problem
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Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on
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